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INTRODUCTION
Thermal cameras offer the benefits of ease of use, relatively low-cost surveys to map 3-D structures and create digital elevation models (DEMs) using photogrammetric method (Erenoglu et al. 2017 , Fonstad et al. 2013 , Vilardo et al. 2015 . However, thermal cameras do not maintain radiometric stabilization between images taken from different views. Moreover, features detected and matched on thermal images are generally less abundant than defined in high-resolution images (Akcay et al. 2016 ). Due to low spatial and radiometric resolutions, most of the matched features on the thermal images are detected as outliers.
In this paper, the process flow was implemented as shown in Figure 1 . First, histogram equalization including channel-based local contrast-limited adaptive enhancement were used for intensity adjustment (Zuiderveld, 1994) . Each enhancement methods produce a new diverse image, depending on the parameters used in the process algorithm. For example, the Gaussian filter which defines the blur level with a chosen standard deviation and the mask size, influence feature detection, extraction and matching results. Therefore, the image filtering methods using different parameters were also analysed to acquire better matching accuracy. A high pass filter that approximates the two-dimensional Laplacian operator was used to form sharpen images. Moreover, a composite version of the Laplacian mask was also performed to produce other sharpen thermal images. Mean filters, variations of mean filter and Gaussian blur filters were considered to remove noise form thermal images. After image filtering, object features were detected using different parameters of two detection algorithms Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) and Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) algorithms (Matas et al. 2002 , Nister et al. 2008 , Bay et al. 2008 . Finally, image matching performances were compared after features extraction was executed.
Histograms of the thermal images were also discussed while matching results were evaluated. Image histograms illustrated that some local image features improve feature detection and extraction quality. The paper explains that some analyses before the feature detection might contribute matching results in spite of low spatial and radiometric image resolutions. 
PROCESS

Local Histogram Equalization
Since thermal sensors are too sensitive to object distance and minor heat differences, considerable flaws might occur in intensity representation throughout different camera positions. Due to instabilities of thermal sensors, unnatural rapid radiometric changes at the objects images are observed during recording. Figure 2 shows two overlapping thermal images from different camera stations are seen. The reflection of sunrays afflicts pixel intensity values due to camera angles and movements. Distinguished differences, which decreases performances of matching algorithms, appear explicitly between Figure 2a and Figure 2b . As the histograms of Green and Blue channels intensify certain values to narrow ranges, some object features in the images were lost. After local adaptive histogram equalization was applied to poor distributed channels, hidden features were made more visible. Moreover, abrupt contrast changes occurred in the images were compensated partially. Figure 5a and 5b shows results of the enhanced left and right images, respectively. 
Image Filtering
Adaptive histogram equalization does not improve the matching performance enough. The images need some more enhancement such as blurring and sharpening filters to increase number of robust matched point. In this step, image sharpening was implemented by the unsharp masking, which increases the contrast along the edges where different gray values meet. Unsharp masking makes an image sharpened by subtracting a blurred (unsharp) version of the image from itself. Standard deviation of the Gaussian lowpass filter, strength of the sharpening effect and minimum contrast required for a pixel are represented as radius, amount and contrast threshold, respectively. On the other side, blurred images were also obtained using 2-D Gaussian filtering to analyse the effect of the filtering. Standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution is used as the only blurring parameter and called as deviation in the paper.
Feature Detection
Features, which were detected in the filtered images were obtained by MSER and SURF methods. MSER and SURF have their own unique parameters that can change detection results.
To understand the influences of the parameter values on feature detection, MSER and SURF algorithms were applied to the images with different parameter values. The MSER detector incrementally steps through the intensity range of the input image to detect stable regions. MSER parameters are as follows:
1. Threshold change: Represents step size between intensity threshold levels. 2.
Minimum region area: Allows minimum size of the region in pixels.
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3.
Maximum area variation: Defines maximum area variation between extremal regions at varying intensity thresholds.
Considered parameters of SURF detector are as follows:
1.
Threshold: Enables strongest feature threshold that eliminates linear features.
2.
Octaves: Define number of octaves that resize the original image to half size.
3.
Scale: Define number of scale levels, which generate progressively blurred out images per octave
Feature Extraction and Matching
Both detected SURF and MSER features were extracted using SURF extraction algorithm. The centroid and the axes of the MSER region were used to define location and the scale of the descriptor.
Extracted features were matched using the pairwise distance between feature vectors of left and right images. However the matching results includes outliers. The outliers were excluded using the M-estimator SAmple Consensus (MSAC) algorithm (Torr et al., 2000) . The MSAC algorithm is a variant of the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm. The algorithm is based on the estimated transformation parameters.
RESULTS
Due to chosen filtering and detection parameters, same image pairs demonstrate varying number of robust feature matching. Table 1 shows values of the parameters for each experiment. 
CONCLUSIONS
The results that were illustrated in tables, describe the effect of matching parameters explicitly. The combination of the image sharpening and SURF detector produce the best match results. Higher number of the octave and scale support matching quality. Moreover, minor threshold decreases in SURF do not yield bad outputs. Sharpening parameters also are important to get more robust matched image changing radius and amount. Figure 6 shows 1109 match features that were computed using SURF algorithm from sharpened adaptive histogram equalization images. Figure 6 . SURF algorithm applied on sharpened adaptive histogram equalization image pair MSER detector is not as successful as the SURF detector. However, the higher performance can be also obtained with MSER parameters. Figure 7 illustrates changing region characteristics of MSER depending on image pre-processing. Figure 7 . Changing MSER regions due to histogram equalization
In the future work, photogrammetric results which is measured image coordinates methods mentioned above will be discussed. The methods which achieve higher matching accuracy will be presented.
